
All Memes, All Buzz, One Book
Making a Paw-sitive Impact on the Crypto World



INTRODUCTION

Laugh all the way to the moon with the ultimate tail-wagging 

adventure in the wild world of crypto!

Book of Buzz was launched and bred by dog-loving crypto 

enthusiasts on the Solana blockchain, uniting hype and crypto 

madness under one banner while merging the endless crea-

tivity of meme culture.

Our mission is to leverage the collective power of memes to 

create not just a token, but a movement. 



OUR MISSION

we are a team of cuddle-woolies, Unlike others, at Book of Buzz, 

we will not stop in milk and honey to voice our opinions and 

ideas. While chasing squirrels or burying bones are just few 

examples of a playful doggo meme, its nature of amusement goes 

viral, evoking fun for heard crypto students. Whether you're an 

old dog with lots of experience or a young pup learning the 

ropes, the grass is always greener and the party never stops in 

our pack.

Yet, we aren't just here for chuckles; we are here to help over 

cryptoverse to grow healthier and better. And also add more 

usecase to the buzz community. We are not just sharing memes, 

we are actually constructing a more thriving group that bonds 

over every single belly rub. And if as attractive as a bowl of 

fresh dog food, the list of reasons why to join in on the fun is 

endless.



Are you ready to get hyped for the 'BookOfBuzz' NFT project? We 

are at present working on a creative digital art series that 

presents the core of our community and the funny experience. 

From the larger than normal to the exquisite rarities, there is 

always a chance for every collector to find a catch of their 

dreams. The reward for all future owners of BOOBZ NFT will be 

an Airdrop of $BOOBZ token in addition to an exciting launch. Get 

ready to be among the early adopters and own a piece of this 

fascinating mix of an artwork and a meme.

FEATURES
NFTs and staking



FEATURES
Buzz diary 

Buzz diary is Bark-tastic social platform for our crypto community 

where users can share their favorite memes, funny stories, and 

engaging content with a community of like-minded individuals. 

Earn rewards for every view and interaction your posts receive, 

turning your love for memes into tangible benefits. Explore trend-

ing content, discover new memes, and join the laughter revolution. 

Earn passive rewards while turning your love for memes into 

treats tastier than a fresh bone.



TOKENOMICS

TOKEN NAME: BOOKOFBUZZ

SYMBOLS: BOOBZZ

Tax : Buy0% - sell 0%

70% - Presale

30% - Liquidity



ROADMAP
Phase1 : The Buzz Begins

Expansion

Bee-ing Together: Community building.
  Scripting the Hive: Smart Contract 
Development.
Marketing Buzz: Unleashing a storm of 
buzzworthy marketing.
Contest Comb: Community contests.
PinkSale Fairlaunch: Launching with a 
buzz at PinkSale, where fair isn’t just a 
word, it’s our promise.

Phase3 :The Golden Age of Buzz
Top Hive Listings: Making the big buzz by 
landing on Tier 1 exchanges.
Merch that Buzzes: Rolling out official 
merch.
Market-Cap Milestone: Soaring past the 
+100M market-cap, because our buzz 
knows no bounds.
Holder Honeycomb: Growing our hive to 
10,000+ holders strong, a true testament 
to the buzz.

Phase4 :The Golden Age of Buzz
  The Buzz Yet to Come: TBA

Phase2 :
Raydium Launch: Spreading our wings on 
Raydium for our first major flight.
Partnerships: Forging strategic alliances .
Beeholder Boom: Surpassing the 1,000+ 
holders milestone, because every bee 
counts.
Buzz on the Charts: Listing on CMC & CG, 
making sure our buzz is seen and heard.
NFT Nectar: Releasing our first collection 
of NFTs, because every buzz is art.
T2 Exchange Expansion: Spreading our 
buzz to T2 CEX listings.
Rewarding the Hive: Distributing sweet 
rewards to our loyal holders.
Social platform launched 
Operation (Buzz diary )



JOIN US
THANK YOU

www.bookofbuzz.com

www.instagram.com/bookofbuzz/ twitter.com/bookofbuzz t.me/bookofbuzz


